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any value whatsoever'. Finally, on loth April, an appeal was
sent to Italy—and with mocking correctitude to Abyssinia as
well I—not to use poison-gas. So effectively had Laval and die
pro-Italian minority in the League put the brakes on pro-
cedure that, as The Times points out:c Plain speaking by Mr.
Eden was needed to obtain even this gentle reproof of the
Italian use of gas'. Eden was fighting a rearguard action.
Intense propaganda was needed if the Committee of
Thirteen was to make conciliation a reality for Abyssinia,
while if the German peace proposals were to have practical
meaning they would have to be explained by Hitler in great
detail.
Eden was at work on his famous questionnaire. For a few
days in the middle of April, Eden and his family were the
guests of Sir Philip Sassoon, who has always been an intimate
friend. As art connoisseurs and travellers Eden and Sassoon
have common interests. Sassoon, though ambitious, is
politically a light-weight, but his wealth has brought him in-
fluence: and if Eden is the coming man he may yet achieve
the status of the Astors with their Cliveden house party.1
Eden's stay with Sassoon coincided with a. fresh Italian
Press campaign, which singled out the Foreign Secretary for
special condemnation. Italy was * determined to resist bully-
ing % and disliked Eden's 4 individual and overbearing
policy9. By lyth April Eden was back in Geneva. French
efforts for peace had broken down, and Eden was represented
1 It should be noted that Eden has a small yet select circle of friends. Partly,
this is the outcome of his political consistency, but it is also due to his personal
qualities and inclinations. His friendships are durable. He attracts to himself
lasting loyalties. Thus we find Lord Cranbourne as a constant supporter, and his
political private secretary, Mr. J. P. L. Thomas (M.P. for Hereford), who had
akeady suffered exile with his former chief, Jimmy Thomas, had to undergo the
ordeal a second time when Eden resigned. It has meant for him at least the
temporary sacrifice of an extremely promising Parliamentary career. The Edens
lived in their Chelsea house at Mulberry Walk between 1925-30. In 1930 they
moved to 17 Lower Berkeley Street—family property of Mrs. Eden. As Foreign
Secretary he needed rather more room and moved again; this time to 17 Fitz-
hardinge Street. But none of these addresses implied in themselves luxurious
entertainment or hospitality on a scale that might have been associated with a
Conservative Foreign Secretary.
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